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&lt;p&gt;Gameplay&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;While taking a break from training, Ruin discusses with Battery about t

heir survival two years prior, and that he received &#128139;  a warning message

 from a mysterious individual. At some point, the individual contacts Ruin at hi

s home, tipping him off &#128139;  to an ambush by mercenaries. Ruin survives th

e ordeal, and arrives at a warehouse where he confronts the individual, revealed

 &#128139;  to be Jessica who remained alive and went undercover. It is implied 

that Savannah intends to eliminate all the Specialists &#128139;  she hired, and

 that she was somehow responsible for the botched mission in 2043. Woods is then

 shown in an &#128139;  asylum, standing beside a wheelchair-using Alex Mason. A

s Mason mutters to himself, Woods tells him that it has always been &#128139;  h

im &quot;in the box&quot;.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;According to a report from Kotaku editor Jason Schreier, Treyarch origi

nally planned for Black Ops 4 to &#128139;  have a campaign, titled &quot;Career

&quot;, continuing from the story of Call of Duty: Black Ops III. It would have 

been &#128139;  set in a 2070s post-apocalyptic world where four players could p

rogress through the story, split into teams of two (with &#128139;  an option fo) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 376 Td (r solo players to play with AI bots). However, in early 2024, the team decided t

o cancel the &#128139;  campaign mode due to technical concerns, timing, and neg

ative playtesting feedback. Combined with publisher Activision&#39;s decision to

 release the game &#128139;  in October, the team resorted to creating the Black

out battle royale mode as a replacement for the traditional campaign.[13] In &#1

28139;  August 2024, assets and details of the Career mode were leaked online, r

evealing further details of the story which featured &#128139;  two major opposi

ng factions, the World United Nations and the Free People&#39;s Army. Gameplay w

ould include PVP and PVE sections, &#128139;  abilities similar to those from Bl

ack Ops 3, side-objectives, and companion characters based on the same game&#39;

s multiplayer specialists.[14][15]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Special editions &#128139;  and downloadable contents&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Upon rumors emerging that Black Ops 4 would not have a single-player ca

mpaign mode, reactions from the Call &#128139;  of Duty community were negative.

[43] The official confirmation by Treyarch of the absence of a campaign led to m

any fans &#128139;  expressing their disappointment. In response to the criticis

m, Dan Bunting, studio co-head at Treyarch, stated in an interview with Eurogame

r &#128139;  that &quot;We are delivering so much more of what players spend mos

t of their time doing in our games in &#128139;  the series&quot;, implying that

 fewer fans took their time to play the single-player than the multiplayer.[44] 

In an interview with &#128139;  Polygon in May 2024, Bunting later revealed that

 a traditional campaign for the game had never been intended, and appeared &#128

139;  to repudiate earlier reports that Treyarch had scrapped work on it due to 

time constraints.[45]&lt;/p&gt;
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